
THE STRUCTURE OF A SPECIAL CLASS OF RINGS1

WALLACE S. MARTINDALE, III

A ring P such that for every xER there exists an element c(x)ER

(depending on x) such that x2c(x) — x is in the center will be called a

£-ring [9].2 It is our purpose in the present paper to study the follow-

ing conjecture of I. N. Herstein: Every £-ring R is a subdirect sum of

rings Ra where either (1) Ra is a division ring or (2) there exists an

ideal Pa in the center of P„ such that Pa = Ra or Ra/Pa is a field.

The validity of this conjecture will be shown in the presence of

certain additional restrictions on the ring P. In general we shall

prove a similar theorem in which the possibility (2) is weakened so

as to read, "Every commutator of P„ is in the center."

1. The general solution. Our £-ring will be denoted by R, the

center by Z, the (Jacobson) radical by N, the set of nilpotent ele-

ments by P and the commutator ideal by C.

Theorem 1. If R is a %-ring, then xc(x) =c(x)x for all xER-

Proof.3 For the sake of convenience we shall write c for c(x).

If aER satisfies o2 = 0, then since a2c(a)—aEZ we have aEZ.

Let xER- Since x2c — xEZ, (x2c — x)x = x(x2c — x) and so we ob-

tain (1) x2(xc — ex) =0. Using (1) [x(xc — cx)x]2 = 0 and so (2)

x(xc — cx)xEZ. Commuting this with x and using (1) we arrive at

(3) x(xc — cx)x2 = 0. Since x2c — xEZ we can easily verify that (4)

xc — cx=\x(xc — cx)-\-(xc — cx)x]c. We left multiply (4) by x; using

(1) this simplifies to (5) x(xc — cx) = x(xc — cx)xc = cx(xc — cx)x by (2).

We right multiply (5) by x and so get (6) x(xc — cx)x = cx(xc — cx)x2 = 0

by (3). Reapplying the result of (6) to (5), (5) reduces to (7)

x(xc — cx)=0. This result simplifies (4) to (8) xc — cx=(xc — cx)xc.

From (7) it follows that [(xc — cx)x]2 = 0 and so (xc — cx)xEZ; corn-
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muting this with x and using (7), we have (9) (xc —cx)x2 = 0. Since

(.re —cx)x£Z (8) becomes (xe —ex) =cixc — cx)x, and so (10) (xc —ex)x

= c(xc —cx)x2 = 0 from (9). But then (8) reduces to xc — cx — 0 which

is the desired result.

Lemma 1. Let x£P. Then there exist elements cn^R, n = 1, 2, • • • ,

such that x2ncn — x£Z.

Proof. The lemma is valid for n = l by setting ci = c(x). For

« = 2 we choose a d(E.R such that (x2Ci)2d — x2Ci£Z. Applying

Theorem 1, we set c2 = c\d and see that x4c2 — x = x*c\d — x = (x2ci) 2d — x

= [(x2Ci)2d —x2Ci] + (x2Ci —x)£Z. Continuing in this fashion, we see

that an easy induction will establish the lemma.

As an important corollary we have

Lemma 2. I is a two-sided ideal of R contained in the center Z.

The following lemma is true in any ring in which every nilpotent

element is central.

Lemma 3. Every idempotent of R is in the center.

Theorem 2. Every primitive %-ring R is a division ring.

Proof. Since T is primitive there exists a maximal right ideal /

such that [/:£] = (0), where [J:R] = {x£P| Px£/|.

Suppose /r^(0). A contradiction will result provided we produce

in J a nonzero central element, for if 0y^z£PP\Z, then Rz = zR(ZJ

and thus [/:P]^(0). To this end we choose a nonzero element

a£/and, setting c = cia), note that z = a2c — a^JC\Z. Without loss

of generality we may assume that 2 = 0, in which case iac)2— ac

= iaca—a)c=ia2c — a)c = zc = 0, using Theorem 1. By Lemma 3 the

idempotent ac^JC\Z, and it is nonzero because otherwise a2c — a

= —a(EZ and so 0?^a£JT>Z. We have completely disposed of the

possibility that 7^(0).

When we consider the case that the maximal right ideal / is zero,

it is well known that either R is a division ring or P2= (0), and the

latter case is ruled out because Ar=(0).

Corollary 1. Every semi-simple £-ring R is a subdirect sum of divi-

sion rings.

Corollary 2. Every subdirectly irreducible semi-simple %-ring is a

division ring.

Since any ring is a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings,

the second corollary to Theorem 2 reduces our study of £-rings to
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that of subdirectly irreducible £-rings with nontrivial radical. R will

now be assumed to be subdirectly irreducible with minimal two-sided

ideal 5^(0) and A^(0).

Lemma 4. 52 = (0) and 5CZ.

Proof.4 Let 0^^£5and choose a cE:R such that s2c — s = zE.ZC\S.

Since SQN we know that z^O, for otherwise 5 would be a radical

multiple of itself. Either the two-sided ideal z5 = 5 or z5= (0), by the

definition of 5. zS = S is impossible, because z would be a radical mul-

tiple of itself. Thus zS= (0). Now, choosing any 2£5, we see of course

that 0=zt=tz = ts2c — ts. In other words, its)isc)=ts, forcing ts = 0,

since ts is a radical multiple of itself. As 5 and t were completely arbi-

trary elements of 5 we have shown that 52 = (0). In particular s2=0

for all s£5, so by Lemma 2 we may conclude that SQZ.

In any ring it is eas}' to verify the following

Lemma 5. If U is any ideal of R contained in the center of R, then

CU= (0), where C is the commutator ideal of R.

Lemma 6. If xy^zS for some x£C and some y£P, then xy=yx.

Proof. Lemma 5 implies that (yx)2 = yf(xy)x] =0 since xy^SCZZ

and x£C Thus yx as well as xy is contained in the ideal 7£Z. We

now choose a c^.R such that x2c — x(ElZ and, using Theorem 1, write

xy—yx = ix2c)y—yix2c)=c[xixy)] — [iyx)x]c. The right hand side is

zero since x£C, xy£P and yx£P It follows that xy = yx.

Lemma 7. Let a(E.C, y, r£P, and s£5such that s = iay—ya)r. Then

5 = 0.

Proof. We select an element c(£R such that a2c — a^.Z and write

v = ay — ya = a2cy — ya2c = a2icy—yc) -\-aiay — ya)c + (ay — ya)ac. This

means that s =vr = a2icy — yc)r-\-avcr-\-vacr. Noting that S<Z.Z and v,

ac, vac€=.C, we see by Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 that 0 = s(ac) = ivr)iac)

= irv)iac)-=r{yac) — iyac)r. A similar argument shows that avcr = 0.

We are thus left with 0^s = a2icy— yc)r. Again, using Lemma

5 and Lemma 6, we have 0=s(cy—yc)r=\a(a{cy — yc)r)\{cy-yc)r

= [iaicy—yc)r)a]icy—yc)r= [aicy— yc)r]2. By Lemma 2 aicy—yc)r

£E.I(ZZ- s—a[aicy— yc)r]£C7= (0) by Lemma 5, and the proof is

complete.

Theorem 3. If R is a subdirectly irreducible Z-ring with nontrivial

radical, then every commutator of R is in the center.

* See Herstein [6, p. 107].
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Proof. Let a = ef—fe be a commutator of P, and, if yER, consider

the element v — ay—ya. We choose an element dER such that

v2d — vEZ and form the two-sided ideal (v2d — v)R. If (v2d — v)R^(0),

then SE(i)2d — v)R, yielding 0^s = (v2d — v)t = vr for suitable sE-Sand

t, rER, a contradiction of Lemma 7. If (v2d — v)R=(0), then in

particular (v2d — v)d = 0, and, making use of Theorem 1, vd is an

idempotent. By Lemma 3, vdEZ and so vdR is a two-sided ideal.

vdR?±(0) is again ruled out because of Lemma 7, and, recalling that

(v2d — v)R—(0), we have vR= (ay — ya)R — (0). Since aee(fe) — (fe)e is

also a commutator, we may replace a by ae in the preceding discus-

sion and obtain [(ae)y — y(ae)]R= (0). In particular a3 = a(ef—fe)a

= (aef—fae)a + (fae—afe)a= [(ae)f—f(ae)]a+[(fa — af)e]a = 0. Using

Lemma 2, we have finally aEZ.

We now consider any arbitrary £-ring R and remark that it can be

written as a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible f-rings Ra, since

homomorphic images of £-rings are again f-rings. Applying Theorem

3 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 we have finally proved the

Main Theorem. Every £-ring R is a subdirect sum of subdirectly

irreducible rings Ra where either Ra is a division ring or every commuta-

tor of Ra is in the center of Ra.

We shall again confine our attention to subdirectly irreducible

£-rings with nontrivial radical. Theorem 3 tells us that every com-

mutator is central, and it is well known that in this situation C2 = (0).

Therefore we now have (0)y*SECEIENr\Z, provided R is not

already commutative.

Let x, yER- We assert that xy = yx-\-ayx, where a = a(x, y)EC.

In fact, if c, dER such that x2c — xEZ and y2d—yEZ, we can write

xy — yx = x2(cy — yc) + 2xc(xy — yx) = x2(yc — cy) (2yd) + x2y2(dc — cd)

+ 2xy(yx — xy)(2yd) + (2xc)y2(dx — xd)=ayx, making liberal use of

CEZ. An immediate corollary to this result is that every right (left)

ideal of R is two-sided. In case P has an identity element we have

shown that xy=\yx for all x, yER, where X=X(x, y) = l+a is an

invertible central element, since aEN.

Let A(S) be the set {aER\aS=(0)}. We shall develop briefly
some results already studied by Herstein [6, pp. 109-110]. Our first

assertion is that A (S) coincides with the union of left and right zero

divisors of P. Indeed, let a^OER be a (left) zero divisor, i.e., ao = 0

for some o^O. If P= {xER\ax = 0}, then (0)^SET since P is a

nonzero right ideal; therefore aS=(0).

We claim next that A^5=(0). Indeed, suppose that A^S, being an

ideal contained in S, is equal to S. Then for some nonzero element
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s£5 we have Ns t*(0) and hence Ns — S. A contradiction is then

reached since 5 would be a radical multiple of itself. Thus A£4(5)

and we can extend our information about R to (0) ?^5£C£J£ZrN\7V

CNCAiS).
We finally prove that either P = 4(5) or else R = R/AiS) is a field.

Suppose that R^A(S). R is commutative since C£4(5). There

exists an sf^0£5 such that sR^(0) (because R^A(S)), and hence

S = sR. Choosing an e£P such that se = s, we see that ex — x£A(S)

for all x£P, since s(ex — x) = (se)x — sx = 0 and all zero divisors are

in .4(5). It follows that the element e serves as the identity in R.

Now suppose x£4(5). Then 0?*xs = /£5, and, from /P^(0), we

can select a y£P such that ty = s. Thus ixy)s = (xs)y = ty = s and

ixy)s = ixy)ise) =se, or (xy — e)s = 0. This shows that xy —e£4(5)

and that y is an inverse for x. The assertion that R is a field or

.4(5) =R has now been demonstrated.

We remark finally in this section that all our results for £-rings up

to this point could just as well have been derived for ^-algebras.

2. Special cases. Before beginning our study of certain special

£-rings we state a simple but well known result in ring theory which

will be of general use throughout the present section.

Lemma 8. Let R be either a ring or an algebra iover afield <£), and

suppose for some x, y£P that xy—yx is central. Let pix) = X)"=o <*#'

be a polynomial in x, where the a< are integers (if R is a ring) or the

<Xi€z$ (if R is an algebra). Denote by p'ix) = zZt-i ictiX^1 the formal

derivative of Pix). Then Pix)y—ypix) —p'ix) (xy — yx).

We shall next study £-rings R under the restriction that for all

x^Rc(x) is in the subring (x, Z) generated by x and the center Z.

Since the quaternions satisfy this property, our main hope of obtain-

ing a sharper picture of R lies in considering the case where R is

subdirectly irreducible with nontrivial radical.

Theorem 4. Let R be a £-ring in which St^(0), N?±(0), and

c(x)£(x, Z) for all x£P. Then 4(5)£Z and either R is commutative

or R/A (5) is a field.

Proof. Suppose x£4(5). By assumption £ = c(x)=XXo ztx'

for   suitable   Zi€LZ.   Let   y^R.   Then   xy — yx = (x2c)y — y(x2c)

= ( Z?-o   Zi*i+i)y - y( E?-o   2^i+2) = E?-o  z&i+iy - y*i+2)
— ]C"=o (i + 2)ziXi+1(xy — yx) =a(xy— yx) where aE:A(S), using the

fact that xy — yxEiZ by Theorem 3 and applying Lemma 8 to

xi+2y—yxi+2 for all i. H (xy—yx)R=(0), then xy—yx = 0 by the

equation xy—yx — a(xy — yx). If (xy —yx)P?^(0) we can find an r£P
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such that Qyis = (xy— yx)r, and a contradiction arises if we note that

(xy— yx)r = a(xy— yx)r = as = 0 since aEA(S). Hence xy— yx = 0 for

all xEA (S) and all yER, that is, A (S) EZ. Clearly R is commutative

if R = A(S), and, if Rt£A(S), we know already from the previous

section that R/A(S) is a field.

Theorem 4A. Let R be a %-ring in which c(x)E(x, Z) for all xER-

Then R is a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings Ra where

either (1) Ra is a division ring or (2) there exists an ideal Pa of R„ con-

tained in the center of Ra such that Pa = Ra or Ra/Pa is a field.

Proof. We first apply the Main Theorem and note that the condi-

tion c(x) carries over to the homomorphic images Ra. The proof is

then immediate if for each Ra we set Pa = A(S) and apply Theorem 4.

Theorem 4 generalizes a result of Herstein [7, p. 868, Theorem 11 ];

in his paper c(x) is a polynomial in x with integer coefficients. Our

next specialization occurs in

Theorem 5. Let R be an algebraic ^-algebra over afield $, in which

5^(0) and N^(0). Then I = N = A(S)EZ, and R is either commuta-

tive or R/A (S) is a field.

Proof. If A(S)y*I there is an aEA(S) such that a is not nilpotent-

Since P is algebraic we can write 2^"_0 a,a' = 0 for some »§ 1, where

aH=\ and a;E<I> for i = 0, 1, • • • , n. a0 must be zero, for otherwise,

choosing some s^QES, we would have 0 = ( /J?_i a'ia^s = — aoS, a

contradiction. Therefore we now have 2*-»» aia{ = 0, where m 5:1 and

am^O. Ii amR^(0), then SEamR, so we can choose an rER such that

Q9-s = amrES. Then 0 = (J^,m aiai)r=amamr+ XXT am+iai(amr)

= ams-\- /.aja's — ams since aEA(S). This is an impossible situation

since am7*0 and s^O. Thus amR = (0), and in particular 0 =ama =am+x

so a is nilpotent, contradicting our original assumption about a. Our

argument shows that ^4(S)CP and, since we already know that

IEA(S)r\Z, we can safely assert that I = N = A(S)EZ. The rest
of the theorem follows easily.

Theorem 5 can be sharpened if we impose the condition that $

is perfect.

Theorem 6. Let R be an algebraic ^-algebra over a perfect field $ in

which S 5^(0) and Ny£(0). Then R is commutative.

Proof. Suppose there exists an xER such that xQZ. By Theorem

4 xEA(S), and R = R/A(S) is an algebraic extension field of $. Let

p(t) — 2<-o <*tf* t»e the minimal polynomial over $ satisfied by xER-

The degree of p(t)> 1, for otherwise  a0+xEA(S), forcing xEZ.
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Since <f> is perfect, p(t) is a separable polynomial, which means that

its derivative p'(t)= zZl-i *«^i_1 is not identically zero. Now let

y(E.R such that xy —yx^O. We now use the fact that £(x)£Z and

xy—yx^Z (Theorem 3), together with an application of Lemma 8,

to write the equation 0 = p(x)y — yp(x) = ( ^ZaiX')y — y( y^q,x')

= y^a^x'v — yx') = jxy — yx)( y^zajX'-1) = (xy — yx)p'(x). It follows

that £'(*0(E-4(5) because xy—yx^0. In other words, p'ix) =0 in R,

contrary to the minimality of pit). Therefore we must assume that

R = Z, and the proof is complete.

Both forms of the Main Theorem corresponding to Theorem 5

and to Theorem 6 can now be sharpened in a natural way.

Theorem 5A. // R is an algebraic ^-algebra, then R is a subdirect

sum of subdirectly irreducible algebras Ra where either (1) Ra is a divi-

sion algebra or (2) there exists an ideal Pa of Ra contained in the center

of Ra such that either Ra is commutative or Ra/Pa is a field.

Theorem 6A. If R is an algebraic ^-algebra over a perfect field, then

R is a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible algebras Ra which are

either division algebras or commutative algebras.

We reproduce an example due to McLaughlin and Rosenberg [8,

pp. 207-208] to show that the restriction that $ is perfect is necessary

in Theorem 6. At the same time, of course, we are furnished with a

nontrivial illustration of Theorem 3 and Theorem 5.

Let $ be the two element field and H = 4>(x, y) the field of rational

functions in two indeterminates x and y over <J>. / is the algebra

H-\-Ha, where multiplication is defined by:

(gi + ha)(g2 + h2a) = (gigi) + (hg2 + gih2)a for gu g2, hu h2 £ H.

Finally R is the algebra J+Ju + Jv + Jw, with the multiplication

table:

u v w

U X W XV

v a-\-w y yu-\-av

w au+xv yu xy-\-aw

It is straightforward to check that P is actually an associative algebra

(of finite dimension) over H. It can be verified that P is subdirectly

irreducible   with   (using   our   usual   notation)   (0)^S = aR = I=N
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—A(S)EZ. R/A(S) is a field and P is a ^-algebra. We point out,

finally, that R is not commutative since, e.g., uv — vu= —a^O.
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